
“Bitch” / “Jerk” Flashback
Sam gets
to drive

The boys
talk about

their feelings

Sam / Dean dies

Salt is usedFBI Silly
Identities

Bobby says
“Balls!” or

“Idjits”

Crossroads
demon

Man scream!

Establishing
shot of hotel

or motel

The boys
do research!

Yellow-eyed
demon PieDean calls

the Impala
“Baby”

Hair metalSexist Remark
More than

one person dies
Cas doesn’t
know how
to human

Apocalypse!

Evil Lady
Demon

Witches
Sexy shot of

weapons in the
trunk of the 

Impala

Dean has sex

Moose

 

FREE SPACE

card:
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FREE SPACE

Not Moose

Angel wings
make an

appearance

Hound of Hell!
Dean and Death
are all love/hate

bromancy

Flashy pants
angel death

Establishing
shot of hotel

or motel

Iron used
as weapon

EMF
detector

Bobby isn’t
wearing his
vest or hat

The smell of
sulfur

Burning of 
bones/body/
haunted thing

Sam or Dean
wear plaid

Dean drinks
Creepy
children

The boys
do research!

Sexy shot of
the Impala

LillithThe boys
talk about

their feelings

Bobby gets
upset

Dean calls Cas
a weird

nickname

The boys sit
on the hood of

the car

Oh my god,
a clown

VampiresDemon exposed
by their

black eyes

The boys eat
in a diner
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FREE SPACE

Little Nerdy Dude with Wings

Demon exposed
by their

black eyes
Sexist RemarkEMF

detector
FlashlightsMoose

The boys
talk about

their feelings

Flashback to
mom burning
on the ceiling

Dean sulksWeird smoke
Angel wings

make an
appearance

ColdspotDean gets
upset

Meta
Joke

More than
one person dies

Vibrating/magic
finger bed

DeathThe boys
dig out a grave

Demon BloodSam or Dean
wear plaid

FBI Silly
Identities

The boys eat
in a diner

PieCrossroads
demon

80s
Top 40
Music
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FREE SPACE

Twidjits

Dean is
creeped out
by witches

More than
one death

FluidsTrenchcoat
(on anybody)

Flashback to
mom burning
on the ceiling

Cas doesn’t
know how
to human

Salt Grave
digging!

Bobby says
“Balls!” or

“Idjits”

So much
plaid clothing

Ghost!The smell
of sulfur

FBI Silly
Identities

Dean props
Impala trunk

open with gun

The boys
talk about

their feelings

Crossroads
demon

Dean drinks Sam drives
Sexy shot

of the
Impala

Man Scream! Bobby gets
upset

Sad rock music
plays to show

the boy’s feelings

Exorcism

Sam shoots
a gun

card:
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